
  
 

 

Ed Tech:  Ensuring All the Pieces Still Fit Together 

Metrics for “Either-Or” Data Propositions 

 
The Issue 

“The more technical standards the better it is for us – it means there are  

NO technical standards” - Large Education Marketplace Vendor 

Kids (and many adults) love puzzles.  Even while in single age digits, kids know to 

grab the cover of the puzzle box when they get stuck to see what they are 

supposed to be building.  Just when we, educational technologists, thought we 

had finally worked out our own jigsaw puzzle box cover set showing the complete 

picture of the a secure education solution architecture we were collectively 

striving to construct, newly shaped pieces suddenly appeared that did not fit in 

with the ones we already had and only served to obscure our picture. 

We use that analogy because the clarity brought to the United States educational 

technical standards marketplace via the Common Education Standards (CEDS) 

work, being championed by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), is 

at risk of being obscured by new players who are adding a variety of pieces from 

a set of entirely different “solutions” puzzles that simply do not adequately 

connect to the ones around which consensus has (at times painfully) finally been 

achieved.  In the past such players tended to be large marketplace vendors 

pushing back against community built open technical standards by inserting their 

own proprietary solutions to lock in customers.   Today, due to the hard work 

done by CEDS and other technical standards communities, most educational 

vendors are on board with supporting standardized interfaces so as to provide 

product “plug and play” capabilities to their customers. 

That removed one barrier to application interoperability, but others have recently 

arisen.  Today the organizations adding to the confusion in our puzzle 

construction are small scoped services providers at the low end and large 

foundations at the high end.   Each supports one or more narrow solutions they 

believe teachers and students want – without taking into account the bigger 

picture of how the broader range of school, district and state data and resources 

are to be identified, managed, secured, transferred and used.  It is a kind of 

“wouldn’t it be cool if we could just…” technology mantra that unfortunately tends 

to produce newly shaped pieces which cannot be integrated into the big picture 

of the large developer and end user CEDS solution deployments. 
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 Benefits Drawbacks/Issues 

Read Only 

APIs 

(i.e., Get 

Clever, 

LearnSprout) 

 Schools can keep existing data management solutions 

 Minimal effort for schools in exporting data 

 Simple read-only REST-based API provides quick application integration. 

 Locked in to particular solutions - no ability to customize, minimal data 

model 

 No data security addressed 

 No Update, Delete, Change Notifications 

 Limited enterprise scaling 

 New to marketplace developed by organizational staff with some advisor 

feedback 

Extensible 

Proprietary 

Data Model  

(i.e. Ed-Fi, 

inBloom) 

 Full Read/Write interaction with data 

 Comprehensive data model “aligned” with CEDS. 

 Simple Direct REST Infrastructure 

 Open API’s documented  

 IP Agreement concerns 

 Multiple products associated with the model which locks in most solutions 

 “Aligned with CEDS” means that applications in complete conformance with 

CEDS will not interoperate 

 Implementations cannot accept partial data without customization  

 Cannot keep existing data management solutions in place; surrender 

 No application-level data security 

 Modification notifications but not event specific add, delete change 

notifications to synchronize with original data sources.  

 Significant effort must be in exporting data mapped to the proprietary 

model. 

 Simple API solutions cannot scale to provide enterprise level, real time data  

 New to the educational marketplace, developed by organizational staff with 

some advisor feedback 

SIF 3.0  Can keep existing data management solutions in place 

 Comprehensive and extensible data model including inclusion of all CEDS 

components 

 Full Read/Write interaction with data 

 Ability to scale from single service to full State-wide deployments 

 Developed by volunteers with support from organizational staff 

 Mature, tested and implemented data security, privacy and local control 

based upon 15 years of previous solution deployments 

 Functional services which encapsulate process behaviour 

 Update, Delete, Change Event Notifications allow real time data 

synchronization with original data sources. 

 REST-based infrastructure can leverage a middleware message broker if 

available, otherwise utilize direct client to service connections. 

 Mature Certification Program, Network Governance and site Administrative 

Support standardized 

 SIF solutions conform to and support the data privacy policies of local site 

administrators.  Data is never “required” to be shared. 

 Requires some effort in exporting data or mapping existing data to CEDS 

Data Model. 

 Given all the functionality options available, the extensive SIF 

documentation can be challenging 

 



  
While there is no argument that there may be business cases that can be made 

for usage of these alternative ways to “standardized” data – they remain one-

off’s and focus on a specific solution niche, making them hard to integrate into 

more general data management solutions required by schools, districts and 

states.  These can be appealing choices because of the nature of the 

organizations developing them (foundations or venture capital supported 

projects) or the “free” aspects of their solution.  We all have been limited by 

“free” before, and in this case conforming to multiple incompatible API’s can be 

just as painful as implementing multiple incompatible standards! 

More worrisome still is that although these application vendors or foundations 

promoting specific application implementations tout “open API’s”, they still have 

been developed in the same closed proprietary manner as any other 

marketplace product.  As a result, there is always a core part of their solutions 

that simply cannot be “swapped out” for a better alternative from another 

supplier.  The ability to select best of breed components remains limited to 

solutions based on a non-proprietary standard. 

 

The Enabling of “Puzzle Box” 

The marketplace – both developers and consumers - needs to begin assessing 

whether each of those shiny new pieces really fit into the larger puzzle which 

after many years is finally nearing a complete “puzzle box cover” in the 

educational solution space.   

Open standards should be just that – open, transparent and the direct result of 

the work of hundreds of end users and developers - rather than a closed group 

all of whom are employed by or contracted to a single organization.  They should 

be developed in a timely manner, reflect as much input and public feedback as 

possible, have their development processes documented, end product of the 

work not unencumbered with IP licenses, and be easily and freely accessible. The 

long established SIF Community has committed to the full support of the CEDS 

data utilization and, with its recent 3.0 release, has made it easier than ever to 

complete the puzzle. 

The SIF Association, and its unique global community of 3,200 schools, 

governments and marketplace providers, has been developing the technical 

standards to allow tools to be created that allow for both “Data Unions” and 

“Data Confederacies”. For over 15 years, this open community has been sharing 

the effective practices in the identification, management, movement and usage 

of learning information and has established tools for developers to build, and 

the end user to validate, current and future IT investments.  It is THE only 

technical standard to enable true master data management at all levels of the 
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educational ecosystem. 

The recent release of the community’s Implementation Specification 3.0 is now 

taking that enabling to the next level.  This new technical blueprint allows locally 

developed data models to be moved over various reference infrastructures for 

not only the “right data” but also in “the right and secure way”.  For the global 

community this means that the government led projects in the United States 

(Common Education Data Standards), United Kingdom (Information Standards 

Board), and Australia (Student Baseline Profile) can all be used over the same 

“wire” that has been implemented and tested globally. 

 

Summary 

We all know that rapid technology change impacts all of our work.  Layered on 

top of that is the expectation from our stakeholders on “why can’t I get that data 

now”, which is rapidly changing our current roles and work focus.  The 

technology you need now may not be the same technology you need in the 

coming months and years.  In our collective change management, it is critical 

that we think to the future and how we can optimize our data ecosystems to 

work together in a safe and secure manner using widely adopted effective 

practices.  

 

 

A more detailed dive into the various data initiative comparisons can be found 

on the following appendix. 



 

  

 

 

Appendix:  Data Initiative Comparisons 
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Table 1:  Organizational and Content Comparison  

Organization Clever Ed-Fi Alliance SIF Association 

History A private company funded by $13 million in venture capital.  

Their initial product release was in 2012.   

 

A wholly-owned subsidiary of the Michael and Susan Dell 

Foundation created in 2010 to promote access to raw 

educational data so it can be integrated, analyzed and put to 

daily use.  

Non-profit community formed in 1997 by a group of school 

districts and marketplace providers to standardize how 

educational data was formatted and exchanged: “enter once - 

use many times”. 

API Offering Unlike Ed-Fi and the SIF Association APIs which standardize the 

interface between conformant educational applications, the 

published Clever API only allows other applications to retrieve 

school or district data previously uploaded to the Clever Cloud 

product. 

The Ed-Fi Data Model and associated infrastructure APIs are 

intended to promote application interoperability in the 

educational domain.  

They allow clients to both update and retrieve school or district 

data. 

The SIF Data Model, infrastructure APIs and the SIF Application 

Certification Suite are all intended to promote application 

interoperability in the educational domain. 

They allow clients to update and retrieve data, and to optionally 

synchronize themselves to data changes occurring in the school 

or district. 

Development 

Process 

All technical functionality as well as the external interfaces used 

by educational applications is determined solely by the 

employees of Clever, and the current capabilities of their Cloud 

product. 

All technical functionality results from a standard developed 

internally only by Alliance employees and consultants. 

Feedback is actively solicited from the “licensees” of Ed-Fi’s 

Intellectual Property. 

All technical functionality is defined through open, continuous 

development done jointly by a broad community of volunteers 

(vendors, systems integrators and education end users at the 

district and state level) and public feedback. 

Usage 

Requirements 

Any school or District may utilize Clever technology once they 

first turn over all their student data to the Clever Cloud. 

A pre-signed and approved 10 page “Ed-Fi Adopter License 

Agreement” is required. 

Open and free Specification usage with the sole requirement 

being proper attribution. 

Community 

Acceptance 

Clever solutions are currently claimed to be in use in 15,000 

schools 

As of December 1, 2013, there are a total of 16 states who have 

signed the IP license agreement, allowing them to utilize Ed-Fi 

technology. 

SIF Certified solutions serve more than 15 million students and 

are deployed in all 50 states at the school, district and state 

levels and in various countries.   

SIF is endorsed by State, Territory and Commonwealth minsters 

of Australia as “the nationally recommended standard for 

educational application interoperability” 

Process Uploads a predefined set of all the site SIS-related data, stores 

it on its cloud servers via a proprietary API or CSV spreadsheets 

and allows data to be retrieved, but not updated, by other 

applications via a limited public REST API. 

The APIs do not currently provide enterprise level support for 

multiple data providers interoperating with client applications 

and each other.  

The APIs limit solution deployment to a series of independent 

web services. 

In addition to web services, the APIs also provide enterprise 

level support for multiple data providers interoperating with 

client applications and each other across an Enterprise IT 

backbone. 

 

Common 

Education Data 

Standards (CEDS) 

Alignment 

The Clever Cloud does not implement the CEDS data model.  

The only data objects supported are Districts, Schools, 

Teachers, Students and Sections (and enrollments which relate 

students to sections).  The linkages between these objects (a 

student and a teacher can only be in one school) are relatively 

limited. 

“The Ed-Fi data standard uses CEDS as a reference model and 

aligns to it wherever possible.”  

However there is no publicly available information that defines 

exactly what is meant by “alignment”, or which lists those parts 

of the CEDS Logical Data model that are unsupported. 

The SIF (North America) 3.x Data Model includes all of the CEDS 

3.0 objects, elements, and relationships. 

The SIF Data Model extends into other areas both state-

oriented (Identity Management, finance, etc.) and local oriented 

(transportation, food service, etc.), neither of which are 

currently covered by CEDS. 

Data Model and 

Transport 

Relationship 

The Clever infrastructure is tied to their own data model, so it 

can’t be easily changed without breaking every other existing 

site implementation.  This means it will be difficult to enhance 

the Data Model without fragmenting the current Clever solution 

base. 

 

The Ed-Fi REST API is currently inseparable from the Ed-Fi data 

standard. It is unclear whether an attempt to convey externally 

defined data utilizing the Ed-Fi APIs would constitute a 

“derivative work” as defined in the Ed-Fi Adopter License 

Agreement, and thus be subjected to the limitations that 

agreement imposes.   

The SIF 3.0 Infrastructure Specification does not depend on any 

particular data model.  Developers constructing non-CEDS 

based solutions can also use the infrastructure to implement 

systems which exchange data elements specific to their 

application needs (ex: Library or Transportation System related 

information). 

 



 

 

 

  

 

Table 2:  Technical Overview Comparison  

Technical Clever Ed-Fi REST API v2 SIF 3.0 Infrastructure 

Supported 

Architectures: 

Cloud Service 

The Clever API supports a “cloud access” model, where the school or 

district data is made available through the Clever REST Service API, 

which any applications wanting access to this data must support. 

The Ed-Fi APIs support a “cloud service” model, where multiple clients 

ranging from small applications hosted on a mobile device to data 

analytics programs can access a single web service in accordance 

with the Ed-Fi REST API and Data Model. 

 

Provides clients access to a “service environment”: At the low end, the 

SIF 3.0 “Direct Environment” also conforms to the cloud service 

model, and provides the identical level of service. 

However any Direct Environment solution can seamlessly scale to 

more robust “service bus” environments spanning and managing 

multiple web services to better address the security and 

interoperability needs of an educational entity. 

 

Supported 

Architectures: 

Enterprise IT 

The Clever API does not scale to meet the needs of the enterprise 

“backbone” of large multi-tier educational organizations with strict 

scalability and security requirements (and in which multiple data 

suppliers for non-student data are already in place).   

There can be only one data source (the Clever Cloud) which supplies 

a limited set of predefined data elements. 

Each client must repeatedly poll for data changes. 

 

The Ed-Fi APIs:  

Do not encompass enterprise level support for multiple data 

providers (LMS, SIS, Data Warehouse). 

Do not standardize a way to incorporate middleware (Brokers, 

Registries Queue Managers, etc.) into Ed-Fi solutions.  

Do not allow for an Enterprise-wide Event publish & subscribe 

functionality.  As a result there is no efficient way to automatically 

synchronize one or more clients to data changes without repeated 

polling by each client. 

Address organizational issues such as how to uniformly manage and 

support multiple service providers of the same object data (ex: two 

districts with different SIS systems).  Policies external to the Ed-Fi API 

need to be set and enforced about how each client discovers the 

location of each SIS and what its authorization rights are in each case. 

The SIF 3.0 infrastructure allows for “Brokered Environments” that 

uniquely: 

Scale support from a single web service to a enterprise solution in 

which a Service Bus or Broker is used between multiple clients and 

service types (SIS, LMS, Warehouses, etc.). 

Are modular and provide a standardized middleware interface for 

both clients and services.  

Allow large districts/states to construct larger multi-service solutions 

Guarantee every published data change event will be delivered to all 

event subscribers. 

Support multiple suppliers of the same object type so that for 

example clients can access separate data sources to obtain current 

student data and archived student data.  Site administrators can 

uniformly manage SIS applications across the entire organization. 

Performance Only one object in each message, and no automatic service discovery, 

content based routing, or guaranteed message delivery. 

Does not support data modification.  

Only one object in each message, and no automatic service discovery, 

content based routing, or guaranteed message delivery. 

Can only convey completed records (which presents problems when 

an updating application does not have all student data). 

Only one object in each message, and no automatic service discovery, 

content based routing, or guaranteed message delivery. 

Can only convey completed records (which presents problems when 

an updating application does not have all student data). 

Multiple objects in each message, automatic service discovery, 

content based routing and guaranteed delivery are all supported. 

Both partial and complete object modification requests may be 

issued. 

 

International 

Scope 

No known international utilization The Ed-Fi REST APIs are closely bound to the single Ed-Fi Data Model and 

that Data Model is applicable only to the US solutions usage. 

The SIF 3.0 Infrastructure was designed from the beginning to be 

completely independent of the particular national Data Model which 

defines the formats of the messages it is exchanging.   

The SIF REST API has successfully been reused without change to 

standardize the underlying infrastructure for a variety of data models 

adopted by SIF locales in the US, UK and AU.   

 

 

 

 



 

  

Table 3: Technical Details Comparison 

Technical Clever Ed-Fi REST API v2 SIF 3.0 Infrastructure 

Ensuring Data 

Quality 

Formats its “over the wire” payloads in JSON, which does not allow a 

recipient application to validate whether the arriving data has been 

correctly entered and is “legally formatted” 

Formats its “over the wire” payloads in JSON, which does not allow a recipient 

application to validate whether the arriving data has been correctly entered 

and is “legally formatted” 

All data payloads sent “over the wire” are formatted in XML according to the set of XML schema 

included as part of each SIF release. In contrast to JSON, XML allows automatic validation of the 

data formats of arriving message payloads. Applications that are restricted to using JSON can 

deploy a straightforward JSON to XML converter at the front end, allowing them to fully 

participate in a SIF Zone with minimal overhead.  

Ensuring 

Application 

Quality 

All Student data must first be uploaded to the Clever Cloud before any 

application can retrieve it. There are a set of data quality checks imposed 

there before that data is accepted. 

“To better enable high-quality solutions for the education sector, the Ed-Fi 

Alliance now offers vendors an online validation tool”.   

This tool only validates manually uploaded XML documents, which an SIS 

system must generate, presumably from the JSON equivalent required by the 

Ed-FI REST API.  Aside from introducing a new source of conversion errors, 

this approach fails to test the operational SIS code that actually supports 

client real time data requests. 

Such “out of band” data verification is a symptom of the discontinuity 

between the Ed-Fi data model (which like the CEDS and SIF Data Models is 

defined in XML), and the Ed-Fi REST API that only supports JSON. 

A mature certification program based on dynamic XML data validation and direct interoperability 

testing and verification, allows end users and integrators to select high quality “best of breed” 

products for their SIF solutions.  

There are currently over 100 SIF software products certified in a variety of categories (including 

SIS, Library Systems and Data Warehouses). 

 

Ensuring Data 

Security: 

Encryption 

As all communication with the Clever Cloud is across the internet, HTTPS 

for encryption is required. 

The Ed-Fi API requires HTTPS for encryption, whether the client / service 

connection is across the internet or local within a data center. 

All SIF 3.0 certified applications must demonstrate HTTPS support but HTTP can also be used as 

the protocol in secure deployments when both client and service are behind an enterprise 

firewall. 

Ensuring Data 

Security: 

Authentication 

Since Clever controls all Student data for the district, like any other Data 

Store product it can and has laid out extensive security functionality 

surrounding how that data can be retrieved. 

The Clever API currently offers two methods of authentication: API 

tokens and API keys. 

API Tokens are either manually assigned or OAuth 2.0 bearer tokens. 

API Keys correspond to a “Clever Account”, and provide control access to 

the data stored in the Clever Cloud. 

“…applications must register with the Ed-Fi REST API service provider and 

obtain a Client Id and Secret Key.  Using the OAuth 2 protocol, an Ed-Fi client 

application must then obtain an access token to include in every call to the 

API.”   

A client session is granted to a user utilizing a pre-authorized client 

application to access the Ed-Fi web service. One of two authentication / 

authorization schemes is used: 

Two legged OAuth (for “approved” partner applications). The Session token is 

bound to the client application only, which is expected to properly restrict 

information for its user (ex: Student Portal). 

Three legged OAuth (for untrusted partner applications).  The Session token 

is bound to a particular user utilizing an external Security Token Service. 

 

Pre-agreement of an application ID and shared secret is also required before a Consumer can 

register with a SIF 3.0 Environment, but the SIF 3.0 infrastructure is provides a framework for 

security schemes in addition to OAuth. 

There are two separate and distinct authentication methods supported: 

BASIC – This is only secure when used in conjunction with HTTPS as the “shared secret” 

information at the heart of the authentication is exchanged through the network.  

SIF_HMACSHA256 - A more secure authentication method in which “shared secrets” are never 

passed across the network.  In SIF usage the authorization token is also salted with the 

timestamp so it changes on every request to avoid replay attacks.  

In addition, SIF solutions can utilize a SIF security profile to leverage pre-existing site security 

policies where they exist.  For example the shared secret for a consumer application can be set to 

the serial number portion of a client certificate already being maintained by site administrators. 

Ensuring Data 

Security: 

Authorization 

Data access is restricted through the use of “credentials” which are 

generally mapped to the user identity and password of a student or 

teacher. 

There is only one module that issues and verifies these credentials – the 

Clever Cloud. 

“The resources in an Ed-Fi REST API are divided into groups, and secured 

through claims.  An Ed-Fi REST API must enforce user-level access 

permissions on all resources.” 

In other words, each service developer who adopts the Ed-Fi REST API is 

responsible for separately enforcing the entire set of user level authorization 

restrictions for every request issued by one of its “authenticated” users.  

The only way in which an Ed-Fi client can determine whether it is authorized 

to issue a given request is to just try and issue the request and see if the 

attempt succeeds. 

In an environment with multiple data providers, security enforcement may be centralized 

through an ESB so the Service developer does not have to add additional logic to enforce 

whatever particular Authorization security policies are in force at the site.  If a Consumer request 

is delivered, that request is authorized ... by definition. 

The SIF 3.0 Infrastructure standardizes an optional set of Registry Service APIs which support the 

ability of a Consumer application to “self-provision” itself, so that it can pre-determine what 

operations it is authorized to perform) rather than just issuing those operations and potentially 

failing in unexpected ways. 

 

Ensuring Data 

Security: 

Privacy 

All data resides on the Clever Cloud product servers, along with data from 

all the other schools and districts that the company supports.  Local 

educational authorities can specify the extent of access allowed to that 

data by other districts and 3rd party applications.  Clever reserves the right 

to then sell access to such data to other corporate entities. 

Employees of Clever and their cloud hosting service – and not local school 

administrators - provide the enforcement of sharing guidelines. There are 

no stated restrictions surrounding the use of student data by those 3rd 

party paying partners and no legal assurances that such new “owners” of 

the student data will maintain data privacy constraints Clever imposes 

upon itself.  

Since the Ed-Fi APIs define the interactions only between a single client and 

service, most deployments tend to center around a central data warehouse 

holding all district or State data which is continually updated and retrieved by 

a variety of applications.   

When the central data warehouse is in the cloud, or external to the local data 

sources, this can result in a loss of local control over data access. 

The SIF APIs define the interaction between a single client and its Environment, which can front 

end multiple services (SIS, LMS, HR System, and Assessment).  As a result, in addition to 

supporting the central data warehouse solutions architecture, the Environment seamlessly 

adopts to supporting the ESB-centric local enterprise backbone architecture commonly utilized in 

many large districts and State-wide deployments. 

If there are local data security policies that must be adhered to, the SIF API lets them be enforced 

locally, under the control of local administrators.   
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Table 3: Technical Details Comparison (continued) 

Technical Clever Ed-Fi REST API v2 SIF 3.0 Infrastructure 

Performance 

Scalability 

As the Clever product is cloud-based and supports only data retrieval, then 

providing there is sufficient network bandwidth at the school or district it 

should be scalable to meet the needs of even large districts. 

However the API only returns a limited number of student related 

elements on request.  If updates are done statically via bulk uploads of 

CSVs, then the data being returned may be significantly out of date. 

There are no published metrics on how quickly the Clever Cloud can 

accept dynamically uploaded SIS data ... or any indication of whether the 

private Clever API allows multiple object changes (ex: student attendance 

records) to be uploaded in a single message, which can have an important 

impact on overall system scalability. 

“A Student Information System (SIS) vendor may not support transactional 

updates to the Ed-Fi REST API from within their software, and will instead opt 

for a bulk transfer of Ed-Fi XML-based data interchanges on a regular 

interval.” 

“At the start of a school year, an entire cohort of students will need to be 

promoted from one grade to the next. While this operation can be 

completed via a series of individual transactions, it would be less taxing on 

network traffic and overall execution time to execute a bulk request that 

would perform the entire batch.” 

“The exact nature of an API for handling bulk submissions is still under 

consideration and will be specified at a future date.” 

In other words, while several use cases for efficient bulk data transfers are 

well understood, the Ed-Fi REST API currently provides no support for that 

functionality. 

Over a decade of experience with SIF solutions deployed in high data traffic environments has 

resulted in significant SIF 3.0 performance optimizations.  These include support for: 

Asynchronous events:  The alternative to hundreds of Consumers continuously polling each 

Service to detect if data changes have occurred.  

Multiple objects per message: This is already a part of SIF 3.0 and in addition to initially “seeding” 

a data warehouse, this capability is also critical to functionality in many use cases such as 

processing the many thousands of student attendance records that are generated at the end of a 

reporting period. 

Asynchronous Queue optimizations that cuts message traffic overhead in half (“Pop and Get”) 

and entirely eliminate incoming message latency (“Long Polling”). 

Robustness The robustness of a Clever-based solution deployed in a school or district 

is totally dependent upon the robustness of the Clever Cloud product, 

since that is the single source of all data. 

 

The Ed-Fi API uses a subset of 6 standard HTTP error codes as the basis of its 

error reporting strategy. 

However there is no standardized way for either the client or the service to 

then report such errors to the system administrator.  As a result, the 

establishment and enforcement of a site-wide process for handling errors 

must be done totally outside the Ed-Fi REST APIs. 

There is also no API support for “testing” or “staging” either a new client or 

service before placing it directly into production.   

 

SIF 3.0 supports several important Administrator requirements concerning problem diagnosis 

and preventative maintenance. 

An Alert Service standardizes how exceptional conditions (ranging from network failures to 

invalid data) must be reported by clients as well as services. This provides the basis for 

implementing a standardized site-wide error handling policy. 

Queue Management statistics can be optionally monitored by administrative-level programs to 

automate the early detection of inactive processes. 

The Client “Registration” process allows administrators to transparently redeploy an application 

into a “test”, “staging” or “production” Environment without changing a line of code in the client 

application. 

Testability Since the Clever Cloud product is always “at one end of the wire”, it is 

relatively straightforward to do testing, whether in a staged or production 

environment. 

Has an extensive set of on-site dynamic examples covering the individual 

HTTP operations (GET, POST, PUT and DELETE) on all Ed-Fi data resources.  

This provides developers with a clear understanding of how the API can be 

used. 

There is also a separate and non-overlapping payload verification tool that 

requires offline conversion of the JSON payloads to XML so that it can be 

verified in accordance with the Ed-Fi collection of XML schema. 

There is no formal “certification” process to ensure “out of the box” 

interoperability between Ed-Fi conformant applications. 

The SIF REST Developer Sandbox provides an extensive set of examples covering the basic 

functionality provided by the SIF 3.0 infrastructure.  But it also includes the ability to subscribe to 

and receive Events messages and issue requests involving more than one object. 

In addition, the Sandbox can also be utilized as an Environment partner for SIF 3.0-compliant 

client applications still under development. 

A Test Harness that will form the basis of the SIF 3.0 Certification Suite (covering BOTH the 

infrastructure AND the associated SIF US Data Model) is expected shortly.  

The SIF Certification Suite tests the way payloads are delivered and accessed as well as the 

correctness of their contents. 

Flexibility “Students, Teachers, and Sections are always associated with one school in 

Clever.  If a district sends Clever a SFTP upload with two rows for a teacher 

or student (i.e. in an attempt to associate them with > 1 school), Clever 

arbitrarily discards one of the rows.”   

This and other Data Model restriction may not map well to the needs of a 

given installation, and they cannot be avoided since there are no 

alternative vendors that can replace Clever. 

“The exact method for handling reads and writes of resource extensions is 

still under consideration and will be specified at a future date”. 

The Ed-Fi API will only transport data payloads conforming to the JSON 

mapping of Ed-Fi’s interpretation of the CEDS Logical Data Model.  It is 

unclear how easily (or if) these payloads can be customized to meet 

implementing site needs. At present, using the ED-Fi API to convey payloads 

whose formats have not been pre-approved by Ed-Fi could constitute a 

“derivative work” and potentially be subject to one or more of the restrictions 

defined in the IP license. 

The SIF 3.0 Infrastructure is independent of data payload.  As a result, it can be used to convey 

whatever data elements are deemed necessary by adopters. There is a defined way of 

customizing any of the locale-specific SIF 3.x Data Models (US, UK or AU) to seamlessly add: new 

objects, new data elements, and external code sets. 

There are no IP restrictions surrounding use of either the SIF 3.0 Infrastructure or any of the SIF 

3.0 locale Data Models. 

 

 

 

 

 


